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Some Thoughts on Advent & 

Christmas 

“What Have I Got to Be 

Thankful For?” 

by Father Bob  

Many years ago I read a Peanuts comic strip that featured crabby Lucy ranting about the very 

question I’ve asked in my title:  What have I got to be thankful for?   Her brother Linus tried to 

be encouraging but she just hit the roof when he said:  “When you’re in a mood like this you 

should try and think of things you have to be thankful for…in other words…count your 

blessings.”  That really set her off!  “Hah, that’s a good one!” she cries.  ‘I could count my 

blessings on one finger!  I’ve never had anything and I never will have anything!  I don’t get half 

the breaks that other people do…nothing ever goes right for me and you talk about counting 

blessings!  

There is joy in the journey 

 

 

Bob’s 
Blurb 
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You talk about being thankful!  What do I have to be thankful for?” and she turns from Linus 
and begins to stomp away when he suddenly says:  “Well for one thing you have a little brother 
who loves you.”  Lucy turns and looks at him wordlessly and the last panel of the strip shows 
her with her arms around her brother, bawling her eyes out as he smiles out from the comic 
strip and says:  “Every now and then I say the right thing.” 

Like Linus I want to say the right thing now too.  The pandemic has brought us all into 
difficult   times that we’ve never experienced before.  It’s dangerous to be with many others, 
we have to line up to get the things we need to live, we can’t do what we’re used to doing and 
Christmas is coming and it won’t be like it was.  And so the question comes:  What have I got to 
be thankful for?   Well I’ll tell you what I’m thankful for.  I’m thankful I’m part of a church 
community where people care for one another and do their best to keep in touch.  I’m thankful 
I live in a country that has medical facilities that can do things to help if I get sick.  I’m thankful I 
live in a part of the country that is fairly isolated and doesn’t have tons of people from away 
constantly coming and putting us at risk.  I’m thankful the border is closed.  I’m thankful we 
have a government that I believe does its best to keep us safe.  I’m thankful for my family and 
friends and those in my bubble that I can associate with.  I’m thankful for my phone (even my 
cellphone!) that lets me call people and talk and share the news and see how they’re doing.  I’m 
thankful for my wife and children as we support one another and strengthen  each other to get 
through these difficult times.  And I’m thankful for a loving God who cares for  me and all of us 
and who walks with us through life’s difficult times. 
  
I hope you have things to be thankful for like I do but one thing I do know you have for sure:  A 
loving God who cares for you.  I hope there are other things that are a joy and a strength for 
you too but concentrate on God’s love and never forget that He is there.  Like Lucy you’ll know 
down times but remember to count your blessings and like the chorus of the old hymn: 

 
Count your blessings name them one by one 
Count your blessings see what God has done 

Count your blessings, name them one by one, 
    And it will surprise you what the Lord hath done. 

May this Advent and Christmas be a holy, happy and blessed time for you.  AMEN 

 

 

 

 

 

Christmas Cheer 

Emmaus is once again a depot for the 

distribution of gifts for families in 

need in our area. This will be 

December 16, 8:30am to 11:30am. 
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KEEPING IN TOUCH WITH THE ACW 

It has been such a long time since we have been together for a meeting and many things 

have happened since March so we thought we would bring you up-to-date on a few items. 

During the past few months several of our members have been in hospital, required surgery 

or medical attention and we have sent the following ladies plants and flowers as tokens of 

our affection: 

Joan O’Brien had a second knee surgery and is getting about very well.  Linda Wallace broke 

her arm and has been sidelined quite a bit because of it.  Edie LeBlanc had surgery in 

Toronto on her carotid artery and was home within a couple of days.  She is still recovering 

nicely.  Jean Welt was in hospital for over a week with her heart condition.  She is doing well 

and is now residing at Pathways.  Joan Vardy had a hip surgery and is still recovering nicely at 

home.  Judy Taylor had a very bad fall when she was going for a walk near home and hit her 

head and is now suffering the effects of concussion. 

We wish all our sisters God’s blessings as they work through their recoveries. 

At the last meeting of each year we decide where we are going to donate our funds and this 

year the executive have chosen the following: 

Christmas Cheer - $500.  Council of the North - $500.  Pauline’s Place - $500. 

Teen Challenge  -  $300.  Mary Sherwood  -  $300 

 

We do not know when our meetings will resume but we will try to keep in touch by e-mail 

throughout the next few months.  In the meantime, we wish you all a Blessed Advent and a 

Joyous Christmas. 

 

The Algoma Anglican will no longer be published. 

Communication around the deanery and across the diocese is very 

important and the Synod Office and Executive Committee are 

committed to finding viable alternatives for ensuring continued 

communication.  News continues to be available on our diocesan 

website.  You can sign up and have it sent to your email.  

Archbishop Anne's Letter about the Algoma Anglican 

https://www.dioceseofalgoma.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/Annes-letter-re-Algoma-Anglican-Nov-2020.pdf
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MAY IT REST IN PEACE – Father Bob’s Take on the Algoma Anglican 
 

I know that nothing of this world lasts forever which in some cases causes me to sigh with relief 
and in others to feel a sadness.  In November it was announced that the Algoma Anglican would 
not publish anymore and for me that is one of the sad things.  I liked that newspaper!  It was 
fun to write for but it was also informative and allowed me to see what was going on in various 
parts of the diocese and look at photos that let me match up names and faces of people that I’d 
heard of but never met.  I know that we have electronic ways to do some of that but I’m not as 
comfortable with those ways as I was with a hard copy newspaper that I could keep beside my 
chair and return to whenever I had a moment.  I understand why it can’t continue as lack of 
staff, budget concerns and  declining readership have all taken their toll but, as the poet said I 
didn’t want the Algoma Anglican to just slip gently into that dark night without somebody 
raging against the dying of the light.  I’m sorry the Algoma Anglican is no more and I shall miss 
it.  Fr. Bob 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Introducing Emmaus’ Honorary Assistant: The Rev. Bruce McLeish 

History 

I was born and raised in a small city in southwestern Manitoba, Brandon, about 

half the size of the Sault. Life has taken me to small villages on the prairies, a 

large European capital, Military bases, but my favourite place to be is right here. 

 

Family 

Judith and I are about to celebrate our 40th anniversary. In many ways life started 

for me on Friday, the 13th of December in 1980. We have three children and  6 

grandchildren, all close at hand. Our life is blessed with family dinners and sleep-

overs at Gramma and Grandpa’s. 

 

Education 

I have some wonderful degrees, in beautiful and costly frames all in a cardboard 

box in the garage.  (Having degrees does not guarantee an education.)  My 

education has consisted of taking lots of courses, reading lots of books, talking 

with lots of wise and interesting people, and seeing some fascinating parts of the 

world.   

Experience 

I was ordained in 1978. Since then I have served congregations, been a Military 

Chaplain, Police Chaplain, Hospital Chaplain, mentor, teacher, confidant. I have 

had more joy, satisfaction, love, challenge, smiles, and tears than anyone could 

hope for. I retired in 2011, but I haven’t quit yet. (cont. on page 9) 

 

What really matters is what makes a person tick.  For me it is first 

and foremost, my family; the life that Judith and I share, having our 

children and grandchildren so much part of our lives, and us part of 

theirs. 
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  Announcement from Canon Bob, November 29th, 2020….Emmaus Church  

On Friday November 27th 1,855 new Cases of Covid were diagnosed in 
Ontario,  230 cases more than Monday the previous record.  There have been 
3195 deaths in Ontario.  Hospitalizations are up 63% in just the past four 
weeks.  Various health organizations are warning that we must take action to 
bring things under control.  
  
The Advent Christmas season is a busy time for churches which traditionally 
involve special services and gatherings which can lead to greater risk and danger 
to people taking part.  In Algoma Diocese church incumbents have been given the 
freedom and responsibility to decide what will take place over the season in their 
particular churches.  After thoughtful and prayerful consideration I have decided 
to not hold in-person church services at Emmaus Church after the Advent 3 
service on December 13 and to not resume them until January 10th, 2021 
because   I feel those are especially high times for visitors from away to be in our 
area.  We will hold on-line Sunday services as we did in the months before we 
reopened in September and there will be a Christmas service for people to take 
part in  at home on Christmas Eve or Christmas Day.  The forty people/families in 
our parish who do not have internet access will have a printed copy of that 
service delivered to their homes so that they may also worship at Christmas.   
 

Please note that the church 

building will be closed during this 

time (after Christmas Cheer on 

Dec.16 until the 10:30am service in 

person at Emmaus on Jan.10). 

 

 

 

 

Important 

Notice!! 

Weekly Bible Study Ongoing 

Each Monday evening at 7pm, for about an hour, we gather 

via Zoom to explore a passage of God’s Word. Right now, we 

are studying The Book of Revelation. A new study will begin 

around mid-January.  If you are interested, please email 

emmausanglicanssm@gmail.com 

mailto:emmausanglicanssm@gmail.com
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Information on Upgraded Sound System 

The Covid Pandemic has brought about many changes in our church and Emmaus is 

working very hard at accommodating everything that is taking place.  

At the beginning when in-church services were suspended, as we tried to do our part in 

curbing the spread of Covid, we starting having services on Zoom which were accessed 

by most of the congregation.  Once we were back at church in September we started 

live streaming services.  As none of us had really had any experience at doing this we 

were learning as we went along.  One thing became apparent very quickly and that was 

that the sound system was not working well with what we were doing. 

We heard from the folks attending church that they were even having trouble hearing 

properly because of the readers wearing masks and the sound system did not help with 

this either. 

The Advisory Board spoke about the problem and we decided to request a quote from 

Echo Technology Inc. as the first step to correcting our situation.  The quote came in 

quickly at $6000.  The rector and wardens met and made a decision to go ahead and 

have the sound system upgraded for everyone’s benefit.  The work should be completed 

within a couple of weeks.  

Over the Christmas season things will look different again at Emmaus and we will be live 

streaming the Christmas Eve service and making it available on Christmas Day as well.  

So we need to have the work completed in time for this. 

We will be launching a fund raising campaign for this which will be headed up by Father 

Bob and he will talk about this in the near future.  We have already received a couple of 

donations from parishioners to start off our fund raising and help us achieve our goal.  

We know a lot of people are affected by the inadequate sound system and we hope that 

they will help us with our fund raising campaign. 

Thank you for your help!! 

 

 

Please check out Father Bob’s article 

and sound system challenge called 

“Let’s Up the Ante” on page 9 
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An Update on Christmas Celebrations at Vincent Place 
 
Dear Friends, 
 
Thank you for your generous support and your prayers for 
our Vincent Place family. Many changes continue to occur 
due to COVID-19 which also means some changes to the 
giving of gifts at the celebration on December 16.  
 
Firstly, meals continue to be takeout. Imagine a Christmas 
dinner in a Styrofoam container; not very appealing once you 
arrive home after a walk or a bus ride. No second helpings 
and limited desserts will be the situation. 
 
Thankfully, Tasha will still be able to provide carols although 
choir will be limited. The Christmas tree and decorations will 
be in place as well as smiling volunteers.  
 
Gifts will be distributed as clients walk through a designated 
path. 
 
Our shopping this year had some wonderful surprises as the 
Canadian Tire owner paid for gifts for about 45 children, over 
$800! Also, Metro Churchill Plaza assisted by paying half the 
cost of 150 red grocery bags so it will be easier to transport 
the gifts home. 
 
A limited number of volunteers shopped, sorted and 
packaged the gifts ready for distribution. We missed the spirit 
of our many joined forces for our usual wrapping party! 
 
We look forward to next year and the ability to celebrate the 
birth of Jesus in greater freedom. In the meantime, the 
opportunity to "keep Christmas in our hearts" (Henry Van 
Dyke ) is more real than ever and calls us to observe a holy 
season of gratefulness! 
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Narrative Financial report for September 2020 

 There is a surplus from ordinary operations of $ 3,424 by the end of September 2020 with a 

surplus of $ 150 after the capital expenditures (flooring for the choir area).  

Operating envelope contributions are down $ 4,131, or 4% for the year. This is the same 

percentage decrease we saw for the quarter ended July. Overall income is up $ 9,212. This is 

partly due to the $ 8,061 Canada Emergency Wage Subsidy (CEWS) for March and April 2020. 

This federal assistance program has been extended to next summer, however, Emmaus may 

not meet the income reduction test to qualify for further months. The subsidy is determined on 

a month by month basis and the Synod office is making applications on our behalf.  

Salaries are up about $ 4,200 due to the addition of a new Curate position and total expenses, 

at 75%, are on budget for the year. Financially, Emmaus Anglican Church is holding its own.  

Balance sheet: The balance in the CIBC chequing account is sitting at negative $ 5,879 as at 

September 30, 2020. This is up $ 94 compared to the balance at the December 31, 2019 year-

end. There is a $ 15,000 line of credit attached to this account.  

Respectfully submitted by,  

Peggy Lauzon, MBA 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Christmas Gift to the Rector – A Change From the Usual 

It is a tradition in our diocese that a gift envelope is available to give a cash gift to the 

rector at Christmas.  This year I would like  parishioners who usually do this to make  a 

donation to the charity of their choice instead.    So many good causes are in need of 

money and it would warm my heart to know that they received some because people 

wished to be good to me and my family.  Thank you.  Fr. Bob. 
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Let’s Up the Ante 

By Father Bob 

  
In Corinthians Paul says:  “I thank God that I speak in tongues.  Nevertheless, in church I would 
rather speak five words with my mind, in order to instruct others, than ten thousand words in a 
tongue.”  I don’t always agree with what Paul says but I sure do when it comes to being 
understood in church.  
  
As everyone knows, we’re  using new technologies  to help people worship at Emmaus.  People 
who are attending via live streaming are hearing through the mics and speakers  that our 
church uses and those personally attending  also hear through the Emmaus sound system.  The 
complaint we hear most often about this is that it is so hard to hear clearly.   Our wardens 
decided to see what could be done about this and had the Echo Tech representative come and 
see what might help.  He had several suggestions to make and the upshot of it all is he got the 
go-ahead to begin work.  He felt it wouldn’t take terribly long to complete  and so we should 
soon be hearing much better on line and in church which is good news.  “The labourer deserves 
to be paid” though says Jesus and we all know what that means.  The total amount we need for 
what Echo Tech will do and for two mics we’ve already bought and are using 
is  $6,000.00.  Guess where that has to come from! 
  
We’ve already received several hundred dollars towards this and being a firm believer in a 
challenge I’m issuing one now to you the parishioners of Emmaus.  Connie and I will donate 
$600.00 to this worthy cause.  That’s  10% of what we need and I’m fully expecting the other 
90% to arrive shortly from you.  With other moneys that have  been received for this I’m sure 
we’re already over the thousand dollar mark and I’ll look forward to marking our weekly 
financial progress on a chart in the church until we’ve reached our goal.   If I know Emmaus it 
shouldn’t take long.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Intro to The Rev. Bruce McLeish continued from page 4 

 

I have an interest (passion? obsession?)  for social justice.  It was Pope Pius VI 

who said “If you want peace, work for justice.” 

 

I describe my personal theology as “Liberal/Progressive.”  What that means may 

become clear as time goes on. 

 

In my first conversation with our Archbishop, I asked her if there is a contribution 

I can make.  That opened up a wonderful conversation.  I am very happy to be 

able to continue this conversation with Bob and the people of Emmaus. 
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An Advent Message from Archbishop Anne 

In the year of our Lord 2020 

 

The Visitation of St. Elizabeth to the Virgin Mary by Mariotto Albertinelli (1474-1515) 
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Dear people of God, 

What brings hope in hard times? 

Where is peace when hearts are restless? 

Where have I experienced joy this year? 

Where is Christ visible in my life and in others? 

What love can I give away? 

These are a few of the questions I’ve been pondering in a year where the dominant 

themes have been ones of despair, unrest, loss, grief and suffering. Every now and 

again we catch a glimmer of light at the end of the tunnel but still the pandemic 

rages on, leaving a trail of destruction in its wake. Our world has become ever 

more fragile and many are numbed by fear or dulled by apathy. We mourn for all 

we have lost, for all we still see around us and know we are powerless to fix.  

Like so many of you I imagined a different Christmas season than the one we will 

be having.  Recalling Christmases past many long to gather in garlanded churches 

for Eucharist with lighted candles in hand, to see the newborn King gently placed 

in the manger.  The familiar words of Christmas carols call out to be sung in 

community. The festive table at home stretches out before our hungry eyes. Gifts 

gather under the tree waiting to be distributed among eager children. For those 

who find this season difficult to begin with because of deep seated grief or poverty, 

Covid only makes it worse. Home for Christmas for those living in abusive 

relationships is a terrifying thing. 

But memories and nostalgia are only one small part of what Christmas is all about. 

The other is something far greater and more wonderful but which calls us to look 

through a very different lens. They are there in the promises of the Christ to come 

who will bring with him, in his just love, peace and justice for all and the 

restoration of the whole world in a new creation. 

That is the long view…..but what about now.  

As we wait for a vaccine and life to return to some semblance of normalcy, we have 

once again been given this holy season of Advent as we await the coming of Christ. 

With its perennially powerful symbols of darkness and light, Advent is a time 
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which evokes longing and an expectancy that goes way beyond one Christmas 

celebration.  It is a time that has the power and possibility to awaken in each of us 

the ‘not yet’ which is on the other side of the Child who has already come.  

In the past our pre-Christmas calendars have been filled with frenzied activities 

‘preparing’ for Christmas leaving little time for silence and stillness or to be 

nudged by grace. It’s difficult to hear Wisdom speak through the noise and clutter 

of our daily lives.  

Maybe this Advent season can be different for us as we prepare our hearts in 

transformative ways in a year that has been marked by tragedy and death. Perhaps 

we can make our way through this Advent not simply as a time running running 

up to Christmas but as a true preparation for the Christ who will make all things 

new again.  

So much has changed, but so much still remains the same. The beauty of this short 

sweet season can be found in the weekly lighting of candles on the wreath, as we 

watch the darkness diminish and the Light of the World overcoming it. In some 

places we are not able to gather together in community and we can’t sing together 

when we do.  But we can now go online to any number of worship services and 

pray with Christians around the world. And at home we can haul out our 

Christmas CDs and sing along lustily as we decorate, wrap, write cards and bake.    

Our Advent journeys will be different as we limit where we go and who we see. So 

we make the journey inward and through the regular practice of prayer and 

stillness awaken a spark in our souls as it touches the darkness and moves us 

towards the light. 

Our sacred scriptures have given hope to the weary for thousands of years. This 

Advent we are invited to hear afresh the powerful voices from the prophets of the 

Old Testament offering words of consolation and promise and a return from exile.   

Advent’s foremother, Hannah, becomes our teacher showing us that we are able to 

pray not only out of pain, lament and anger, but also in words of praise (1. Samuel 

2.1-10). Her song of exultation echoing through the centuries will be taken up in 

Mary’s prayer following her magnificent ‘Yes’ to God: “My soul magnifies the Lord 

and my spirit rejoices in God my Saviour.” (Luke 1.46) May we raise our voices high 
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this Advent praying that the lowly will be lifted up and the hungry filled, and then 

do something to make that happen.  

Finally, there is the gift of surprising joy from God, which is my hope for all of you 

this Covid-Adventime and Christmas. We find it in the beautifully poignant 

encounter between two pregnant women, told to us by the Good news writer and 

physician Luke.  

Mary’s cousin Elizabeth knew only disgrace and shame at not having borne a child. 

A shame she carried into old age deep within her heart. But the Lord looked 

favourably upon her and she and her old man Zechariah conceived a child. She, 

having received the grace of a pregnancy rejoiced that ‘disgrace’ had been taken 

away from her.  

At the same time, Mary must have been concerned that her pregnancy would be a 

cause for shame. Her anxiety is unvoiced in Luke’s account, but Elizabeth ‘reads’ 

the situation and calls her ‘blessed’ and blesses the fruit of her womb. And the 

child within her own womb leaps for joy. And in that moment fears and doubts are 

dispelled and the good news is made known.  

The painting of the Visitation of St. Elizabeth to the Blessed Virgin Mary above 

depicts the tender moment of meeting between the two women revealing the gift 

of surprising joy. 

It is in Elizabeth’s home and not a temple (church); in a safe protective ‘bubble’ of 

two and not a crowded restaurant that the joy is manifest. It’s at home that grace is 

named, that songs are sung and that a child in a womb leaps for joy. Home 

becomes the sacred space of meeting and blessing for Mary and Elizabeth. 

As we remain home in our bubbles this Advent and Christmas may we too 

experience the gift of surprising joy in tender moments given to us by our gracious 

and loving God. 

With love to you and yours this Advent and Christmas, 

+Anne 
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Archbishop Anne Shares a Poem with you: 

 

What Do I Want for Christmas? 

What do I want for Christmas? 

I want to kneel in Bethlehem, 

The air thick with alleluias, 

The angels singing 

That God is born among us. 

In the light of the Star, 

I want to see them come, 

The wise ones and the humble. 

I want to see them come 

Bearing whatever they treasure to lay at the feet of him who gives life. 

 

What do I want for Christmas? 

To see in that stable 

the whole world kneeling in thanks for a promise kept; 

new life. 

For in his nativity, we find ours. 

(Ann Weems: Kneeling in Bethlehem)  
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Staying in Touch: 

You can contact us by phone: 705-759-2545 

or 

Email: emmausanglicanssm@gmail.com 

Plus, we’re on FaceBook: 

https://www.facebook.com/EmmausAnglicanchurch 

and, we have a website: https://emmausanglicanssm.com/ 

Christmas Flowers for the Altar – Another Change from the Usual 

Since the church will be closed for the final part of Advent, over Christmas, and into the new 

year with services available online, we will not need as many poinsettias decorating the front of 

the church – no one will be around to enjoy them.  We respectfully suggest that, if you 

normally give money for flowers in memory of loved ones, you may want to consider giving 

that money to a charity of your choice, toward ministries of our church, or to our new sound 

system.  We give thanks to God for the generous hearts in our parish.  

mailto:emmausanglicanssm@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/EmmausAnglicanchurch
https://emmausanglicanssm.com/

